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PROGRAM 
The conference took place on 14 and 15 October 1982 at the Department 
of Mathematics of the University of Coimbra. There were about forty people 
attending the talks, the majority being Portuguese and Spanish linear alge- 
braists. The program was as follows: 
14 October 
Morning: 
Opening session. 
Simultaneous reducibility of Hermitian pencils and the Kippenhahn 
conjecture, by T. Laffey. 
Matrices which commute with their difference, by Juan M. Gracia. 
Invariant polynomials of matrices and submatrices, by J. David Vieira. 
Chairman: G. N. de Oliveira. 
Afternoon: 
Nonnegative matrices with prescribed spectrum, by G. N. de Oliveira. 
Counting and enmneration problems in the tree of dynamics and chaos 
order, by J. Sousa Ramos. 
Classes of matrices for the linear complementarity problem, by J. J6dice. 
Induced bases for the classes of symmetric tensors, by C. Gamas. 
Chairman: A. Cadete. 
15 October 
Morning: 
Equality of decomposable symmetrized tensors and linear groups, by 
J. A. P. Dias da Silva. 
The discrete charm of matroid theory, by R. Cordovil. 
On a matrix equation with commutators, by M. Asunci6n Beitia. 
Chairman: Juan M. Gracia 
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Afternoon: 
Iterative eigenvalue algorithms based on regular splittings, by M. Cblia 
Santos. 
Matrices with n prescribed elements, by Ion Zaballa. 
Interval matrix norms and spectral radii, by M. R. Valen~a. 
Polynomial matrices, modules, and linear pencils, by H. Wimmer. 
Chairman: J. A. P. Dias da Silva. 
The speakers were requested to give expository talks with the objective of 
introducing the others to their current research, and to present open prob- 
lems. Some of the participants were lodged in the beautiful S. Marcos palace 
twenty kilometers away from the center of Coimbra. On 15 October there 
was a dinner at S. Marcos. 
We present summaries of ten of the talks (four of the speakers elected not 
to publish their summaries). 
SIMULTANEOUS REDUCIBILITY OF HERMITIAN PENCILS 
AND THE KIPPENHAHN CONJECTURE 
by THOMAS J. LAFFEY* 
Let H, K be n × n Hermitian matrices. It is in general very difficult to 
decide whether H, K are simultaneously unitarily reducible [or equivalently, 
whether the algebra generated by H, K is not the full matrix algebra M,(C)]. 
In 1951, Kippenhahn [2] conjectm'ed that if the characteristic polynomial 
f (x,  g, z) = det(zI - xH - yK) of the pencil xH + yK has a repeated factor in 
the polynomial ring C[x, y, z], then H, K are simultaneously tmitarily reduc- 
ible. (Here x, y, z are distinct commuting indeterminates.) Let m(x, y, z) be 
the minimal polynomial of the pencil xH + yK. Then m(x, y, z) is a homoge- 
neous polynomial in x, y, z and Kippenhahn's hypothesis is equivalent o 
m(x, y, z):~ f(x,  y, z). 
Positive Results on the Conjecture 
Kippenhahn verified his conjecture if m(x, y, z) has degree 2, and thus it 
holds if n ~< 3. Helene Shapiro has obtained the following results: 
(P1) [5]. I l l ( x ,  y, z) has a linear factor z + ax + fly with multiplicity 
k > n/3,  H, K have a common eigenvector, so the conjecture holds in this 
case .  
*Department of Mathematics, University College Belfield, Dublin 4, Ireland. 
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(P2) [6]. I f  re(x, y, z) has degree 3, the conjecture holds. 
(P3) [6]. The conjectureholds i f  n <~ 5. 
Negative Results 
The author [4] has constructed a counterexample to the conjecture with 
m(x, y, z) of degree 4 and n = 8. The construction is based on the observa- 
tion that if A, B are real skew-symmetric matrices with B 2 scalar, then the 
pair (A 2, AB + BA) satisfies Kippenhahn's hypothesis. Independently, 
Waterhouse [7] has constructed counterexamples to the conjecture with 
n = 3k (all k >~ 2). In his examples, f(x, y, z) has a linear factor with multi- 
plicity exactly n/3. His construction is based upon the Kronecker theory of 
simultaneous reduction of two Hermitian operators under congruence. His 
methods provide a quick proof of Shapiro's result (P1). 
Generalizations 
Let A, B ~ Mn(C) be arbitrary, and let f(x, y, z) = det(zI - xA - yB) be 
the characteristic polynomial and m(x, y, z) the minimal polynomial of the 
pencil xA + yB. If m(x, y, z) has degree 2, it is a consequence of Remark 1 of 
the author [3] that A, B are simultaneously unitarily similar to (lower) 
block-triangular matrices with the diagonal blocks of size at most 2 × 2. 
Shapiro's result (P2) suggests that the case where m(x, y, z) has degree 3 
should be interesting. A further pointer in this direction is provided by the 
result that if G is a nontrivial group generated by elements u, v with 
u 3 = v a = (uv) 3 = 1, then G has an Abelian normal subgroup of index 3 (Feit 
and Thompson [1, Lemma 1]). We discovered a short argument which quickly 
reduces the analysis to the case n ~< 6. By further lengthy arguments we 
eventually established 
THEOaEM. Assume m(x,y, z) has degree 3. Then A, B are simulta- 
neously unitarily similar to (lower) block triangular matrices with the diago- 
nal blocks of size at most 3 × 3. 
This generalizes Shapiro's result (P2). The details will appear elsewhere. 
Finally, we consider the following question: Does there exist a function g 
defined on the natural numbers such that if m(x, y, z) has degree k, then 
A, B must be simultaneously similar to (lower) block-triangular matrices with 
the diagonal blocks of size at most g (k )xg(k )?  We have shown that for 
n = 3r arbitrarily large, there exist n × n matrices A, B which generate Mn(C ) 
and which satisfy (xA + yB) ~ =- 0. So no such function g exists. However, if 
we restrict A, B to the class of Hermitian matrices, the question of the 
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existence of g is unclear. Its existence could be regarded as the validity of a 
weak form of Kippenhahn's conjecture. [His conjecture if valid would have 
given g(k )= k.] 
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MATRICES WHICH COMMUTE WITH THEIR  D IFFERENCE 
by JUAN M. GRACIA* 
Let A(n), n = 0,1, 2 . . . . .  be a sequence of p × p complex matrices. The 
difference sequence is defined by AA(n):  =A(n + 1) - A(n), where n ~ N, N 
being the set of natural numbers. A(n)  is said to commute with its difference 
if [A(n), AA(n)] = 0 for all n ~ N, where, as usual, [B, C]:=BC - CB. A(n)  
is said functionally commutative if the sequence A has permutable values. 
The study we do parallels that of the matrices A(t)  which are differentia- 
ble and commute with their derivative A'(t) on the interval a < t < b [1, 2]. 
The structure ot a 2 × 2 matrix which commutes with its difference is 
given partially by the 
THEOREM 1. Let a(n) ,  b(n), c(n), and d(n) be scalar complex se- 
quences such that b( n )~ 0 for all n ~ N, or c(n )~= 0 for all n ~ ~, or 
*Colegio Universitario de Alava, Universidad del PaJs Vasco, Vitoria, Spain. 
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d( n ) - a( n ) ~ 0 for all n ~ N. We put 
A(n) :=[a(n)  b ( . )  l 
l c(n) d(n) ]' 
and we suppose that A( n ) commutes with its difference. Then 
A(n) = a(n)I2 + a~(n)K 
for all n ~ N, where K = ( k o) is a 2 x 2 constant matrix and a~( n ) is a scalar 
sequence such that a2( n ) ~- 0 for all n ~ N. 
This result is applicable to the resolution in dosed form of the linear 
homogeneous system of first-order difference quations (better, recurrence 
relations) with variable coefficients 
xl(n + 1) -- a(n)xl(n)+ b(n)x~(n) 
x2(n+l)=c(n)xx(n)+d(n)x2(n)  ] n~,  (1) 
where the coefficient matrix 
a(n) b(n) 
c(n) d(n) ) 
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1. 
Using the "generalized difference" operator 
Agx(n):= 
x(n) a scalar sequence, where 
Ax(n) -  al(n)x(n )
a2(.) 
al(n):=a(n ) -  1 and az(n ) is given by 
Theorem 1, (1) can be transformed into 
Agxx(n ) = kllXl(n)+ kmx2(n) 
AgXz(n ) = kz~xl(n)+ kzzxz(n) 
n~t~.  
This is a system of constant coefficients in Ag, whose solution is given 
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by [3, 4] 
(xx n' I lxl O t
x~(n) = ( f (n ' r l ) I2  +[ f (n ' r l ) *  f (n ' r2 ) ] (K - r l "2 ) )  1 x2(O ) ' 
where r 1, r 2 are the eigenvalues of K, f (n ,  r i) is the solution of the initial-value 
problem 
Agx( n ) = r~x( n ), 
x(0) = 1, (i = 1,2) 
and 
if r , r2, 
r 1 r2 
f (n ,  = 
9 
- 'n , r )  ff r 1 r 2. 
TrC(  = 
The following elementary lemma seems very useful for elucidating the 
structure of the matrices which commute with their difference. 
LEMMa 1. Let e i : N --* C e (i = 1 . . . . .  m; m ~< p) be m vector-valued se- 
quences, such that: 
(1) For each n ~ N, the vectors ex( n ) . . . . .  em( n ) are linearly independent. 
(2) For each n~N and for l <~i<~m, Ae~(n)~R(n) ,  where R(n):  = 
( el( n ) . . . . .  em( n ) ) is the subspace o f  C v generated by e~( n ) . . . . .  em( n ). 
Then R( n ) is constant. 
From this, we have the 
THF.OrtEM 2. A p × p complex matrix A(n)  which commutes with its 
difference and is nonderogatory for each n ~ N is functionally commutative. 
Imposing to A(n)  the constraint of being conservative in N ([5]; first 
introduced in [2]) the author put the question whether the analog of Theorem 
1 of [2] is true in this context. During the meeting, T. J. Laffey proposed an 
example which answers this question in the negative. There thus arises the 
problem of finding reasonable conditions under which the conclusion is valid. 
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Other open problems consist of the case of 2 × 2 matrices A(n),  which are 
not covered by our Theorem 1, and the same question for 3 × 3 matrices. 
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NONNEGATIVE MATRICES WITH PRESCRIBED SPECTRUM 
by G. N. DE OLIVEIRA* 
1° 
The main objective of this talk is to present some open problems on 
nonnegative and stochastic matrices with prescribed spectrum. 
DEFINITION 1. M~ is the set of complex numbers consisting of those 
numbers z such that there is an n × n stochastic matrix with z as eigenvalue. 
DEFINITION 2. ¢31L, consists of those n-tuples (z 1 . . . . .  Zn) of complex 
numbers such that there is an n × n stochastic matrix with z 1 . . . . .  z ,  as 
eigenvalues. 
DEFINITION 3. D n is the set of complex numbers consisting of those 
numbers z such that there is an n × n doubly stochastic matrix with z as 
eigenvalue. 
DEFINITION 4. ®n consists of those n-tuples (z 1 . . . . .  z , )  of complex 
numbers uch that there is an n X n doubly stochastic matrix with  z 1 . . . .  ,z  n as 
eigenvalues. 
*Departamento de Matem~tica, 3000 Coimbra, Portugal. 
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The roots of per(A - XI) (per denotes permanent) are called permanental 
roots of A. 
DEFINITION 5. The sets M*, 6")IL*, D*, 0~* are defined similarly to M., 
6~,  D~, o~ respectively, but with eigenvalues replaced with permanental 
roots. 
The problem of determining M. was raised by Kolmogorof and solved in 
1951 by F. Karpelevich [13]. The problem of determining 6"~qL. was posed in 
1949 by Suleimanova [29] and has not been completely solved. 
PROBLEMS 1--7. Determine the regions 63L., /9., ®., M*, ~*., D*., and 
®.*. 
DEFINITION 6. S n is the set of real numbers X such that there exists an 
n × n symmetric stochastic (and therefore doubly stochastic) matrix with X as 
eigenvalues. 
DEFINITION 7. ~n consists of those n-tuples (~1 .. . . .  ~n) of real numbers 
such that there is an n × n symmetric stochastic matrix with X t . . . . .  X. as 
eigenvalues. 
PROBLEMS 8-9, Determine S. and S.. 
DEFINITION 8. Sn* and $* are defined like S n and ~n respectively, 
replacing real numbers with complex numbers and eigenvalues with per- 
manental roots. 
PROBLEMS 10--11. Determine S* and ~*. 
Trivially we have S. c_ 19. c_ M n and S n c_ ®. c_ ¢21L.. 
PROBLEM 12. Does the equality hold in the above relations? The same for 
the case of permanental roots. 
In [11] there is an example of a 3 × 3 stochastic matrix such that there is 
no doubly stochastic matrix with the same eigenvalues. Thus °~ 3 ~ ~3.  
If A is a nonnegative matrix, let c(A)= maxjEi"..lai/. 
THEOREM 1 [22]. Let z ~ M. ,  and let A be a stochastic matrix with z as 
eigenvalue. Then z / c (  A ) ~ 1).. 
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We denote by o z the set of n × n stochastic matrices with z as eigenvalue. 
I~OBLEM 13. Determine the range of e(A)  as A runs over o z. 
The above theorem shows the interest in solving this problem. 
2.  
A will be called an ~0-stochastic matrix if it is nonnegative and its row 
sums are equal to 60. 
Consider the real numbers 60,0 1 . . . . .  0,, h 1 . . . . .  )k s satisfying 60 >~ 0 i >t 0, 
60 >/IX i I, )k~ < 0. The number 60 will be called the dominant number. 
THEOI~M 2 [14]. Assume that 0~ + )ki < 0, i = 1 . . . .  ,k; 0 i + h i >~ 0, i = k 
+ 1 . . . . .  r; and 
J 
0~+ ~ (O i+)k , )+)k j+ l>~0,  j=l  . . . . .  k+ l ,  
i f f i l  
60+ 
k $ - I ,  
E (0,+x,)+ E 
i~ l  i=1  
where the sum E~2rl)k,+i is supposed to be empty i f  r >1 s. 
There exists an o>-stochastic matrix o f  size (1 + r + s )×(1  + r + s) with the 
given numbers as eigenvalues. 
This result is due to R. Kellogg [14]. His proof is very complicated. The  
present author has recently found an easy proof by using the L-transforma- 
tion. In [6] M. F iedler proved that, under the same conditions, there exists a 
nonnegative symmetric matrix with the given numbers as eigenvalues. The 
result of Fiedler implies the result of Kellogg. 
It  is clear that Theorem 2 is a partial answer to one of Problems 1-7,  and 
it seems that it is the best of the known results for real numbers. Notice that if 
several sufficient conditions for the existence of an o-stochastic matrix with 
prescribed eigenvalues are known, we can obtain another one in the following 
way. Let the known conditions be C x . . . . .  C t. Let o be a set of numbers, and 
o 1 . . . . .  o t a partit ion of o. Assume o i satisfies the condit ion C t, i = 1 . . . . .  t, and 
let 60~ be the dominant number in o i. There is an 60t-stochastic matrix A~ whose 
eigenvalues are the numbers in o i. Let B be the direct sum of the matrices A~ 
and ~0 = maxi60 i. By assigning appropriate values to the entries in the first 
column of B it is clear that we can construct an w-stochastic matrix A whose 
eigenvalues are the numbers in o. Thus we have a new theorem giving a 
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sufficient condition which can be thought as a composition of the conditions 
C 1 . . . . .  C t. Of course the truly new theorems are those giving nondecompos- 
able (or primitive) conditions. A proposal for a definition of primitive condi- 
tion: the sufficient condition C is said to be primitive ff there is one set of 
numbers satisfying C and such that all the stochastic matrices with these 
numbers as eigenvalues are irreducible. 
PnOBLEM 14. IS Kellogg's condition a primitive condition? 
Unsolved problems can be posed by prescribing both the eigenvalues and 
the principal elements of stochastic or doubly stochastic matrices. For several 
results in this direction see Fiedler [6]. 
. 
Instead of prescribing only the spectrum of a nonnegative matrix we may 
try to prescribe also its Jordan normal form. In [14], for example, Kellogg 
gives sufficient conditions for the existence of a diagonalizable stochastic 
matrix with a prescribed spectrum. Related to this question, it is well known 
that ff diag(X 1 .. . . .  }kn) is similar to a positive matrix, then any matrix with the 
same eigenvalues, counting multiplicities, is also similar to a positive matrix 
[16]. The converse is not known. 
PROBLEM 15. Let ] be a matrix in the Jordan normal form. Let D be the 
diagonal of ]. If J is similar to a positive matrix, does it follow that D is also 
similar to a positive matrix? 
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CLASSES OF MATRICES FOR THE LINEAR 
COMPLEMENTARITY PROBLEM 
by J. J. JUDICE* 
The linear complementarity problem (LCP) has ~rned out to be one of 
the most important mathematical-programming problems. It can be stated as 
[4] 
w=q+Mz,  z>~0, w>~0, zTw=0,  
where q ~ R n, M ~ R nXn, z E R", and w ~ R n. Several algorithms have been 
designed for the solution of this problem. These methods are "matrix-depen- 
dent," that is, they are only able to process the problem (finding a solution or 
showing that no solution exists) for special classes of matrices and can give no 
information otherwise. The matrix dependence of the LCP algorithms has led 
to the consideration of the problem of existence of solutions to this problem in 
terms of classes of matrices. These classes are defined as follows: 
Q: M ~ Q iff the LCP has a solution for all q ~ R n, 
Q0: M ~ Q0 iff the LCP has a solution for each q ~ R n such that 
k(q ,M)=( (w,z ) :w=q+ Mz, z>~O,w>~O) 
is nonempty. 
To date no worthwhile characterizations of these classes of matrices are 
known. There are however a number of subclasses and superclasses of these 
matrices, and it is expected that others can be found. These classes are set out 
in Figure 1, where each arrow represents a strict inclusion and the classes of 
matrices are as follows: 
PS, NN: positive and nonnegative matrices; 
RNN÷: M ~ RNN + iff M ~ NN and m,  = 0 implies mq = 0 for all j *  i; 
NN+: M ~ NN + iff M ~ RNN + and M r ~ RNN+; 
SRDD, RDD: strictly row and row diagonally dominant matrices with 
positive and nonnegative diagonal elements [1]; 
SDD, DD: M ~ SDD (M ~ DD) iff M ~ SRDD(M ~ RDD) and M r 
SRDD (M r ~ RDD); 
PD, PSD: positive definite and semidefinite matrices (not necessarily 
symmetric); 
*Departamento de Matem~tica, 3000 Coimbra, Portugal. 
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RADQ, ADQ: row-adequate and adequate matrices [6, 9]; 
Z,K, K0: [7]; 
SC, C +, C: copositive matrices [5]; 
E, Eo, L0, L=E onLo :  [6, 14]; 
R, Ro: regular matrices [13, 2]; 
s, So: [8]. 
Note that the class RNN + is introduced for the first time, so that the 
inclusion RNN+c L should be considered as a new result. All the other 
classes and inclusions have been previously established. 
Another problem which has been considered recently is to characterize 
the Q and Qo matrices for some of the classes referred above. To date four 
important results have been established, and these are stated below: 
(i) eonp=eonRo=eonR [2], 
(ii) LAQ- - -L (hR=LNR o=LnS[17] ,  
(iii) ZAQ=ZAS=ZNP=K[16 ,  p. 13], 
(iv) NN N p = SNN [15]. 
Therefore the Q nonnegative matrices are easily recognized. Since Z N Q 
= K, there exist finite algorithms to test whether a Z-matrix is a Q-matrix or 
not [18; 3; 11, pp. 35-37]. On the other hand property (i_i) can be exploited to 
design a procedure that establishes whether an L-matrix is a Q-matrix or not 
[10]. 
The Qo nonnegative matrices can also be easily identified by simply 
looking at their elements, since the following property holds: 
(v) NN n Qo = RNN ÷. 
Finally, note that the whole talk presented in the Linear Algebra meeting, 
with the proofs of the new results and the arguments that help to understand 
the validity of Figure 1, can be found in [12]. 
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EQUALITY OF DECOMPOSABLE 
AND L INEAR GROUPS 
by J. A. DIAS DA SILVA* 
SYMMETRIZED TENSORS 
Let G be a subgroup of the fldl symmetric group S~, F an arbitrary field, 
and h an F-valued character of G. We say that an n-square matrix B over F is 
a *-matrix ff it satisfies dX(BX) = dx(X)  for every n-square matrix X over F 
(ff A =[a i i  ] is an n-square matrix over F, then dX(A)  = •o ~ c)~(o)l-]i~ laio(i)) • 
The set of all *-matrices is denoted by S(G, )~) and plays a fundamental role 
in the study of the equality of decomposable symmetrized tensors. In fact, it 
*Faculdade de Ci~ncias de l.Jsboa, Av. 24 de Julho, 134, 3 °, 1300 Lisboa, Portugal. 
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was established [1] that ff F is a field of characteristic zero, V a finite-dimen- 
sional vector space over F, x 1 . . . . .  x n linearly independent vectors of V, and 
Yl . . . . .  Yn vectors of V, then x l * . . . *x  n=y l* . . . , yn  (X l * ' " *x .= 
F.oE c~(o)xo-~O)® "-- ®x,-~(,)) ff and only if there exists a matrix B = [bq] 
g(G, )t) such that y~ = y~jnlbijx j, i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
The first results about $(G, X) were established in [1] and [2]. In [3] the 
study of g(G,  X) was conducted to a more general setting. 
Let c be an arbitrary fimction from S n into F. Define g(c)  as the set of all 
n-square matrices B over F satisfying dc(BX)= dc(X ) (d c has a definition 
similar to dXc) for all n-square matrices X over F. In the abovementioned 
article, a Galois connection was defined, between the set A of the left ideals 
of the group algebra FSn ordered by inclusion and the set F of the subgroups 
of the full linear group Gl(n, F)  also ordered by inclusion. The sets g(c)  were 
there characterized as the closed elements of I" by the closure operation 
arising from this Galois connection. 
When g(c )= $(G, 1~), a more descriptive characterization was also estab- 
lished in [3]. 
Let G T be the subgroup of G generated by those transpositions r of G 
such that 2~(~') :* - ;k(id), and Z()t) the subgroup of G of the permutations ~r
satisfying )t(id))~(~ro)= X(~r)~(o) for all o in G; then, ff F is a field with an 
appropriately high characteristic, we have: 
THEOREM 1 [3, Theorem 2.4]. The matrix A belongs to S(G,  )~) i f  and 
only i f  
A = MDP(y)  
where M ~ S(Gr ,  e), D is a diagonal matrix with det D = )~(y)/)~(id), y 
Z()~ ), e is the alternating character Of GT, and P(y)= [Siy(j)]. 
Observe that the group S(GT, e) was also described as a group of matrices 
M which are, up to a permutation similarity, of the form M = M 1 Jr • • • -i- M,, 
where M i (1 ~< i ~< r) is a square matrix and the number and size of the Mi's 
depend only on the number and cardinality of the orbits of G T. 
The characterization f S(c) by means of the Galois connection between 
A and F led to the problem of finding the closed elements of A by the closure 
operation arising from the Galois connection. This problem was solved in [4] 
for the complex field. 
THEOm~M 2 [4, Theorem 1]. I f  F = C, the nonzero closed elements o f  A 
are the ideals o f  the form 
C Snt( G, )~ ), 
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where G is a subgroup of S,, ~ a linear character of G, and t( G, ~ )= 
(1/IG I) Eo ~ c h( o )o ~ CSn (I I denotes cardinality ).
It would be interesting to answer the question which remains open: is 
Theorem 2 true when F =~ C? 
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ON A MATRIX EQUATION WITH CONMUTATORS 
by M. ASUNCION BEITIA* 
and 
Given an n × n complex matrix A, we consider the matrix equations 
(A , (A ,X) )= In  (1) 
(A , (A  .. . . .  (A ,X)  .... ) )= In  (A occurring m times), (2) 
where (E, F): = EFE-XF -1 for E, F ~ GL(n,C). 
PaOBI~M 1. Characterize the solutions X ~ GL(n, C) of the equation (1). 
PROBLEM 2. Relate the solutions of (1) to those of (2). 
Partial answers are given by the following theorems: 
Tri~.OmeM 1. Let A~GL(n ,C)  have n distinct eigenvalues. Let S ~ 
GL(n,C)  be such that S-1AS is diagonal. Then X~GL(n ,C)  satisfies 
Dpto Matem~ticas, E cuela Universitaria deMagisterio de Alava, Universidad del Pals Vasco, 
Vitoria, Spain. 
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(A,(A, X) )= I n ¢~ there exist a diagonal D ~ GL(n,C) and a permutation 
matrix P ~ M~(C) such that X = SDPS -1. 
This theorem was proved by B. Cain, who, moreover, conjectured 
THEOREM 2. Let A ~ GL(n,C) be such that A, A 2 . . . . .  A ~ each have n 
distinct eigenvalues. Then the set o f  solutions X ~ GL(n ,C)  of 
(A, (A .. . . .  (A, X) .... )) = I ,  (m A's, m >~ 2)/s equal to the set of  the solutions 
o f  (A , (A ,  X) )= I,. 
This theorem was demonstrated by I. Zaballa and the authoress. 
Although the matrices A which satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 9~ 
constitute a dense set of M,(C), this result can not be extended to a general 
matrix A ~ GL(n, C). For example, ff 
A(010) 1) 
then X satisfies (A, (A, (A, X ))) = 12, but (A, (A, X )) :~ 12. 
An extension of the preceding theorem is 
THEOREM 3. Let Krn(X)=(Am,(Am_I , . . . , (A1,  X)  .... )), where A 1 ..... 
A m are  n × n invertible complex matrices uch that for i = 1,... ,m, S-1Ai S is 
diagonal, where S~GL(n ,C)  and the eigenvalues o f  A~, r= 1 ..... n, are 
distinct. Assume m >~ 2. 
(a) Let D be an invertible diagonal matrix and P a permutation matrix. 
Set C = SDPS -1. Then Km(X ) = C has a solution i f  and only i f  C = I~. 
09) Km(X) = I~ i f  and only i f  X = SEQS- x for some invertible diagonal E 
and some permutation matrix Q. 
This theorem was proved by B. Cain. 
Since (S-1ES, S-aFS) = S-I(E, F)S for all E, F, S ~ GL(n,C), the equa- 
tion (1) becomes 
(u,(n,r))= i.. (3) 
For the case when the matrix A of Theorem 2 has a multiple eigenvalue, 
the authoress proved the following: Let B:=diag(b 1 .. . . .  ba) be invertible, 
where b 1 . . . . .  b r. Then ff 
Y P[ o o] or O0]P 
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where P is a permutation matrix, Yl E GL(r,C) and D ~ GL(n -  r,C) is a 
diagonal matrix, then Y satisfies 
(B,(B,Y))=I,. (3) 
But ff Y is a solution of (3), it is not necessarily of this form even if 
b . . . . . .  b, are distinct. For example if 
[ [ o] 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 2 0 0 , B:= 0 1 0 and Y:= 0 0 1 0 0 2 
0 0 0 - 2 1 0 
then 
(B,(B,Y))=I4. 
We also pose: 
PROBLEM 3. What conditions must A satisfy ff the set of solutions of the 
equation (1) and that of (2) are the same? 
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ITERATIVE EIGENVALUE 
REGULAR SPLITTINGS 
by M. CI~.LIA SANTOS* 
ALGORITHMS BASED ON 
Various numerical methods for the computation of the spectral radius p 
and corresponding positive eigenvector z of an n x n nonnegative and irre- 
ducible matrix A make use of the following well-known result (see e.g. [2, p. 
32]): For a positive vector x = (x i, x 2 ..... xn), either 
(A~ (Ax), 
min"  x . ,<p<max 
i x i i x i 
*Departamento de Matem~tica, 3000 Coimbra, Portugal. 
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or 
(Ax) i  
p = - -  for all i=1 ,2  .. . . .  n. 
Xi 
We are interested in a class of methods that make use of this result and are 
based on regular splittings of the matrix 
ct I -A=M(a) -N(c t )  (a>0)  (1) 
where M(a) is easy to invert. Most of these methods have counterparts in the 
numerical solution of systems of linear equations. They are extensions of the 
simple power method which computes a sequence of normalized vectors 
x l ,  x2  . . . . .  . . . .  (9,) 
that should converge to z and where the corresponding maximal (minimal) 
quotients of the approximating vectors monotonously converge to p. 
Let x 0 > 0, and compute the sequence (2) using the regular splitting (1) in 
the following way: for k = 0,1, 2 . . . . .  define iteratively 
Xk+l=flkT(pk)Xk, (I) 
where T(l~k)=M-l(~k)N(iXk), I, tk=mini(Axk) i / (Xk) i ,  and (ilk) is a se- 
quence of scalars converging to fl * 0, and 
Xk + l = "tkH( Xk )Xk, (II) 
where H(Xk)= M-l(~k)N(~kk), ~k=maxi(AXk)i / / (Xk) i ,  and ('/k) is a se- 
quence of positive scalars converging to 7 * O. If we choose the regular 
splitting (1) so that T(ct)= M- l (a )N(a)  and S(a )= N(ct)M-l(ct) are con- 
tinuous in ct and primitive for 0 < a ~< p, then the sequences (/xk) and (£k) 
generated by the algorithm (I) converge, respectively, to p and p. We shall 
give a sketch of the proof: 
(a) With x o > 0 and T(l~k) >1 O, T(ftk) being irreducible, we get x k+ 1 > 0 
and ftk+ 1 > O. If Xk * P for all k, then (#k) is not constant and/~k ~</~k+l" In
fact, using the definition of gk, we get S(~tk)(ftkI --  A )  ~< 0 and also (ftkI -- 
A)Xk+ 1 <~ O. 
(b) Let (£k)  be a convergent subsequence of (£k)" Thus lims£k,+n exists 
for all p = 1,2 . . . . .  Choosing ~n = limsxk,+n (P = 0,1 .... ), we get a sequence 
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(~p) which is convergent to a vector z, such that T(tt)z = p(T(tt))z, where 
tt = limktt k ( ~< p). 
(c) There exists a subsequence of (Xk) whose limit is just z = limp~p. Thus 
(ttI - A )z <~ O. 
(d) The continuity and primitivity of S(a) assures that ( t t I -  A )z  = O, 
and since z > 0, we get # = p. Since each sublimit of (Xk) is an eigenvector of 
A associated with p, then the convergence of (Xk) is immediate. 
We remark that the convergence of the sequences (Xk) and (Xk) gener- 
ated by the iterative procedure (II) can be proved by analogy, under the same 
assumptions on the regular splitting [i.e., T(a) and S(a) are continuous and 
primitive for a >~ p]. This method has been already treated in [1], but we note 
that this proof is made under weaker assumptions than in [1]. 
Because #k I -- A is itself a regular splitting of gk I -- A, then with /~k = 
1 /g  k, we obtain, as an immediate consequence, the convergence of the 
simple power method, in case A is primitive. 
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MATRICES WITH PRESCRIBED ELEMENTS 
by ION ZABALLA* 
1. Problems and Results 
PROBLEM 1. Let F be an arbitrary field, and a 1 . . . . .  an; c t . . . . .  c, be 2n 
elements of F. Let (i 1, ~) . . . . .  (i n, ~,) be n different positions of an n-square 
matrix. Construct an n × n matrix with elements in F, with characteristic 
polynomial f()~) = ~," - cllt "-1 . . . . .  c n and with the elements a1, a 2 . . . . .  a n 
in the positions (il, ~),(i2, J~) . . . . .  ( i , ,  ]n)" 
Partial solutions to this problem have been given by L. Mirsky [6], H. K. 
Farahat and W. Ledermann [2], D. London and H. Minc [4], G. N. de 
Oliveira [7-9], and J. A. Dias da Silva [1]. 
*Departmento de Mat~maticas, E cuela Universitaria de Magisterio, Universidad del Pais 
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Since the characteristic polynomial is not a complete invariant set for the 
similarity classes of matrices over a field, we may think about the following 
type of problem: 
PROBLEM 2. Let F be an arbitrary field, and A an n-square matrix over F. 
Let  a l ,  a a . . . . .  a ,  be n elements of F, and (i l ,  h),( ia,~2 ) . . . . .  (in, in ) be n 
different positions of an n × n matrix. Construct an n × n matrix with 
elements of F, which is similar to A and which has the elements a t in the 
positions (it, It), t = 1,2 . . . . .  n. 
Some partial solutions of this problem are also known: 
(1) When the n prescribed positions form a principal p × p submatrix B 
(thus p2 = n), R. C. Thompson and E. Marques de S~t in [11, 5] established 
that- -denot ing by h i (A) :  > ha(A): > . - - :  > hn(A ) and hi(B):  > ha(B): > 
• • • : > hp(B) the invariant factors of A and B respectively, where the symbol 
: > means "d iv ides"- - the interlacing inequalities 
h i (A) :>h i (B) :>h i+a(n_p) (A) ,  i=1  . . . . .  p (hk(A)=O for k>n)  
are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a matrix similar to A. 
(2) When the n positions are on the main diagonal (i k = Jk, k = 1 . . . . .  n), 
P. A. Filmore, on the one hand, and G. N. de Oliveira, J. A. Dias da Silva, and 
E. Marques de Sit, on the other, in [3] and [10] respectively, showed that the 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a matrix similar to A is 
that tr(A) = a 1 + " " " + a, .  
Besides Problem 1 and Problem 2 we may think of a third problem: 
PROBLEM 3. The same as Problem 2, but adding the additional hypothe- 
sis that the matrix A is nonderogatory. 
On this problem it is possible to prove the following partial results: 
(i) If the prescribed positions form a row or column and the prescribed 
elements do not satisfy the condition that they are all zero except, 
possibly, the prescribed element in the main position, then the matrix 
exists. If the prescribed elements atisfy the previous condition, the matrix 
exists if and only if the prescribed element in the main position is a root of 
the characteristic polynomial of A. 
(ii) If the prescribed positions form a nonprincipal diagonal, the matrix 
always exists, except in the following possible cases, for which we assume 
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that f (h )= ~" - cx~, "-~ . . . . .  c._~X - c. 
nomial of A: 
is the characteristic poly- 
(a) n = 2. If f (X)  = (X - a )  z and a 1 = a 2 = 0, there is no matrix. In any 
other case, the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
the matrix is that the equation x ~ - c lx  - c2x + a la  2 = 0 has a solu- 
tion in F. 
(b) n = 3. The prescribed positions are (i, e(i)),  i = 1,2,3, where o is a 
circular permutation, and a x = a 2 = a 3 = 0. In this case the matrix 
exists if and only if the polynomial x a -  c lx  2 -  c2x-  (c 3 + h) has 
three roots in F, for some h of F. 
(c) n = 3. The prescribed positions are ( i ,  o( i )) ,  i = 1,2,3, where o is a 
permutat ion of (1,2,3) which can be decomposed as the product of 
two disjoint cycles; c 1 is equal to the element prescribed for the main 
position, the other two prescribed elements are zero, and F is of 
characteristic 2. Then the matrix exists if and only if f(?~) has at least 
one root in F. 
Moreover, we can also prove that if the prescribed positions are not those 
of (i) and (ii), nor do they form a main diagonal, the matrix may not exist. In 
fact: 
(1) If n = 3, the prescribed positions are (1,2), (1,3), (2,3), and a I = a 2 = 
a 3 = 0 ,  the matrix exists if and only if f (X)  has three roots in F. 
(2) If n = 4, the prescribed positions are (1,3), (1,4), (2,3), (2,4), and 
a 1 = a 2 = a 3 = a 4 = 0, the matrix exits if and only if f (A )  can be decomposed 
as a product of two quadratic polynomials over F. 
(3) If n is any integer greater than 2 and there are n - 1 prescribed zeros 
in a row or colmnn but the main position is not prescribed, a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of the matrix is that f(?~) has at least one 
root in F. 
2. Open Problems 
(1) Is there any other case in which a matrix satisfying the conditions of 
Problem 3 need not exist? Or does it always exist except in the above cases? 
In the latter eventuality, can a constructive proof be found? 
(2) If the complete solution of Problem 3 is not obtained, it may be of 
interest to solve Problem 1. Will it be possible to construct a matrix if it 
exists? 
(3) F ind the solution of Problem 2 in cases different from those men- 
t ioned above. 
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INTERVAL MATRIX NORMS AND SPECTRAL RADII  
by M. R. VALEN~A* 
Interval analysis provides the means to compute rigorous bounds on the 
effect of the solution of a numerical problem of rounding errors, truncation 
errors, and inaccuracies in initial data. Instead of operating with real num- 
bers, intervals are used. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with basic concepts in Interval 
Analysis (see e.g. Moore [2]). In the following R will denote the set of real 
numbers and I (R)  the set of all compact, nonempty, real intervals. If 
x t ~ I(R), we will denote its endpoints by x and ~. Thus x t = [x, ~]. The set 
of m × n matrices with entries taken from I (R)  will be denoted by I(R'n×n). 
If A I~ I (R  TM) then AI=(a~j) ,  a~j~I (R)  ( i=1  . . . . .  m; i=1  . . . . .  n), We 
define the absolute value of an interval x I by IxII = max (l_xl, I~l). 
*Departamento de Matem~tica, Universidade oMinho, 4700 Braga, Portugal. 
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Let R k×k denote the set of k × k real matrices with nonnegative elements. +,0 
The partial-order relation ~< between matrices of R kxk is the (usual) compo- +,0 
nentwise relation of order. 
R k × k verifying A mapping/xk: I (R"×")~ +,o 
(1) VA t ~ I(R"×"), A t * 0 ~ tz k ( A I) > 0, 
(2) VA t ~ I(R"×n), Va t ~ I(R), I~k(atA t) = laZ llXk( At ), 
(3) VA t, B t ~ I(R"X"), ILk(A t + B t) <~ I~k(AI)+ IXk(BI), 
(4) VA t, B t ~ I(R"×"), Pk (At 'B I )  <-- Pk(AI)'t~k(Bt) 
is an interval matricial norm of order k. This is an extension of the concept of 
matricial norm of order k to interval matrices. 
It is often important when using certain interval algorithms in linear 
algebra to know the value of, or bounds for the spectral radius of, an interval 
matrix. Let p(A t) denote the spectral radius of A t. If ¢: R "×" ~ R+, 0 denotes 
a real matrix norm and t~: I (R nxn) ~ R+, 0 art interval matrix norm defined 
by ¢(A/)  = max (¢(A): A ~ At), then p(A1) ~< O(AI). 
The next theorem extends results of Deutsch [1] to interval matrices. 
THEOREM 1. Let/~k: I(R"×") ~ Rk'k +,0 to be an interval matricial norm of  
order k. Then 
(i) ~k( (A1)  ") ~ 0 =* (A t )  " --* O, 
(i_i) p(~k(At)) < 1 =~ p(A z) < 1, 
(iii) p( A t) <~ p(i, Lk( at)). 
Proof. In Valen~a [3]. • 
Note that if IAZl = (la~jl), then from Theorem 1(iii) we have p(A x) <~ p(lAZl). 
Relation (iii) may prove itself useful, as p(/Xk(AI)) will, in general, be 
easier to compute then p(At), and it may sometimes provide a better upper 
bound for the spectral radius of A t than any of the best-known i terval norms 
of A( 
EXAMPLE 1. Given the interval partitioned matrix 
I.38,.391 E.19,.2oli o [.7 .8ol] 
AZ = [.19,.20] [.38,.39]t [.78,.80] 80 
F, f.3-s,_36]--[ 
[.19,.20] 0 , [.19,.20] [.38,.39] J 
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Consider the interval matricial norm of order 2 defined by 
g~(A,) = [ *~(A~ ) ,I,~(A'~ ) ] 
where ¢~ denotes the interval maximum-row-sum norm. Then 
/~2(A,) = [ .59 .80] 
.20 .59 " 
We have ~(A  t) = 1.39 and p(g2(AI)) = 0.99. Thus p(A ~) < 0.99. 
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POLYNOMIAL MATRICES, MODULES, AND LINEAR PENCILS 
by H. K. WlMMER* 
Let L ~ F"×n[z] be a polynomial matrix over a field F, which has a 
proper rational inverse (i.e. deg p < deg q for each nonzero entry p/q  of 
L-1). The following theorem reduces L to a linear pencil. 
THEOREM 1. 
(a) There exists a finitely generated F[ z]-module V L ¢ F"[ z] such that 
VL -~ F"[ z ] /LFn[  z]. 
As a vector space, V L has a dimension given by dimVL = degdet L(: = r ). V L 
and VET are dual spaces with respect o the scalar product 
[a ,b ] :=(arL - 'b )_ l ,  (1) 
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where ( f ) 1 denotes the coefficient of  z -1 in a formal power series f l  z ) = 
~fS. 
(b) Let the columns of the matrix (~ ~ F"X*[z] form a basis of VL, let the 
columns of/~T be a basis of VLT which is dual to C with respect o (1), and let 
A be the matrix of the shift S + defined by 
S+ a :=z .a ,  a ~ VL, (2) 
with respect o the basis C. Then 
L(z )=C(z ) (z I -  A)B(z). 
L and zI - A have the same elementary divisors. 
For statement (a) we refer to [1] and [2]; (b) is contained in [3], [4], and 
[5]. 
A concrete representation f V L can be given by "remainders mad L"  
(see [1]). Let ~r  fdenote  the proper rational part of a polynomial vector f ,  
define the map ~rL: Fn[z] ~ Fn[z] by 
qTLfI=LqT L-if, fEFn[z], 
and put 
VL:= Im ~r L . (3) 
Let the underlying field now be C. We consider Hermitian polynomial 
matrices. For G ~CmX"[z], G(z)=Y,  Giz i, we define G* by G*(z): = 
Y,G*z i. A matrix L ~ C"X"[z] is called Hermitian if L = L* holds. 
TrIEOREM 2 [6, 7]. Let L ~ C"X"[z] be Hermitian and nonsingular, and 
let L -1 be proper rational. I f  V L and S + are defined by (3) and (2), then V L is 
an indefinite inner-product space with 
[g, h] = (g 'L - lh )_ l ,  g, h ~ V L, (4) 
and S + is a self-ad]oint linear operator with respect o (4). Let the columns of  
/) ~ cn×r[Z] farm a basis o f  VL, let A -1 ~ C r×r be the matrix of  the inner 
product, and let AoA { x be the matrix orS +. Then 
L(z )  =  (z)(alz - ao)b*(z). 
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The pencil A lZ  - A o has the same elementary divisors and the same inertial 
signs as L. 
If L is nonsingular such that X = oo is a characteristic root of L (i.e. L -x  
has a polynomial part), then another linear space together with a shift 
operator S-  can be introduced to describe the struc~re of L at oo [4]. 
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